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7v7 - Defending

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Set Up:
To start two players are the defenders (for younger ages call these the
foxes) and every one else has a ball, inside a suitable sized area. 
They defending pair are looking to kick soccer balls out of the area,
however they must make sure that no player is able to dribble
between them (force players to go around them to escape, rather than
through them). So they work as a pair but need to communicate to stay
close to each other to avoid being split. If they get split they need to do
3 jumping jacks each.
Once the defenders kick a ball out, that person without a ball starts to
defend too but by themselves (becomes a lone 'fox'/defender number
'3'), defending as if they were the pressing player or the defender
applying pressure.
Once a second ball gets kicked out by either set of defenders (the
initial pair or defender '3') that player becomes a defender and they
should partner up with defender '3' and defend as another pair now
having 2 pairs of defenders working to kick soccer balls out of the
area.
Next player out is defender '5' and defends by themselves and so on.
Progression - focus on communication between defenders - they now have to hold a pinnie between 2. This means if 1 pulls one way the
other must follow. But rather than pull, if they talk and communicate they work together to attack the same ball.
Aim:
Players to defend and press a ball together, understand that they can not let anyone run between them with the ball - meaning they should
narrow up, be close and show outside (players need to get around them rather than through)
Coaching Points:
Defending - Working in pairs to stay close
Communication - both have the same task at hand, do not do their own thing, work as a team
Movement - do not stand still, adjust to where the next ball / player is

Hunt in pairs

Set Up:
1v1 (Diagram A) one goal on the end line in the corner of the field. The
attackers must run the ball through this goal, the defenders must
defend this area of the pitch and show inside away from the goal. If the
defender wins the ball they can pass out to their team mates on the
side.
Goal is in the corner to encourage the defender to use their body to
show the attacker away from the goal.
2v2 (Diagram B) progress the practice to play 2v2 - this time the
attacking teams scores by running the ball over the end-line - if the
defenders win the ball they can attack the other way and stop it on the
other line
Defending with a team mate - one goes to the ball and applies
'Pressure' to the attacker and ball. The other defender 'covers' in
behind lookingafter the space behind and beside the team mate
incase they get passed by.
Closest player to the ball is the pressure.

1v1/2v2 to goal



Team mate is the cover - protecting space behind and beside if needs
be.
Aim:
For players to learn and defend one area of the field, to show outside and away from goal / or inside to their team mate creating a 2v1 in
favor of the defenders.
Coaching Points:
Defensive coaching points - the 3 S's - Sprint, slow and side on
Sprint to the ball then Slow down before they get there - if you are not in control of your speed you will bump into and knock over the
player with the ball (free kick in a game)
Approach Side On on - Angle body that will force the player to only go one way - if you stand straight in front of them they can go left or
right - If you stand to one side you force them to the other side there fore can predict/force where they go
Be on your toes, knees bent and have low center of gravity - all to allow quick movements and change of direction if needed
Learn the ideas of pressure/cover in pairs

You do not want the teams on the end zones to cross the ball over the
river.
Set Up: Playing area split into 3 zones - Groups of 3-4, 1 ball in game
The team in the middle zone are to be the defenders first. They will
work hard for 2 minutes before swapping out for another team (rotate
so all teams get a chance to be the defenders).
One defender can leave the area and 'pressure' the team that has the
ball. the defenders team mates are to defend their zone and not let the
team with the ball pass it to the team on the opposite side.
To help with this the defenders should be close together to make it
hard for the split pass (force the players to pass around them rather
than through them), moving from side to side, covering the space that
the pressing defender can not cover by themselves.
The 2 teams on the end zones get a point each for successfully
swapping the ball from one side to the other. The defenders win a oint
every time they win the ball or kick it out of bounds.
Progression - Once every has had a go at being the defending team -
Now in the game if the defender wins the ball, they swap out with the
team they won it from. This means the teams swap roles often.
Coaching Points:
Defensive coaching points for the pressing player in the other teams zone  - the 3 S's - Sprint, slow and side on
Sprint to the ball then Slow down before they get there - if you are not in control of your speed you will bump into and knock over the
player with the ball (free kick in a game)
Approach Side On on - Angle body that will force the player to only go one way - if you stand straight in front of them they can go left or
right - If you stand to one side you force them to the other side there fore can predict/force where they go 
Players left in the defensive zone - move to where the pressing player is forcing the ball. Constantly moving from side to side to take away
the space behind the pressing defender. Stay close together so you do not get split.
Be on your toes, knees bent and have low center of gravity - all to allow quick movements and change of direction if needed
Learn the ideas of pressure/cover as a unit.

Cross the river

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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